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Preface

Preparation of this initial Human Factors Plan for the Aeronautical Information
Subsystem of ODMS, was managed by Dr. Judith Burki-Cohen of the Volpe
Center's Operator Performance and Safety Analysis Division, DTS-45. Dr.
Burki-Cohen, a human factors specialist at the Center, is active in other projects
for FAA Air Traffic and the Research and Special Programs Administration. She
displayed exceptional diligence and notable project management skills to
overcome numerous contractual obstacles in the path to development of this
comprehensive Human Factors Plan.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This human factors plan covers the human factors effort for the development of the Aeronautical
Information Subsystem (AIS) of the Operational Data Management System (ODMS). Broadly,
the goals of the human factors effort are to provide a user interface design that can be
implemented within the scope of the ODMS program and that is efficient, complete, and suitable
to users (see section 2 for design goals).

A set of mutually reinforcing human factors activities and products is planned (described in
section 4). The human factors activities proceed progressively from analysis, through
implementation, and into system test and evaluation. (Linkages to test activities are indicated in
section 3.) The schedule for the human factors activities (section 5) indicates an intensive initial
effort which must provide user interface design and documentation for use in system
implementation. Contributions are anticipated throughout the program including planning and
conduct of initial training and planning for transition from current system operation to operation of
ODMS.

A candidate set of issues has been identified (section 6). Timely resolution of the issues
identified is needed. The resolution of the candidate issues should be provided early in the
human factors effort since the resolution Is likelyto affect the form and content of the user
interface design.

Activities for the ODMS Program Office and the Human Factors Coordinator are described
(section 7). Since the human factors effort is initially intensive, the ODMS Program Office effort
is likely to be initially intensive.

The primary risk for the human factors effort is schedule risk (section 8). A second major risk is
the need to significantly change user interface design to account for operation after failures or
during planned outages and to provide user interface design for integrated system monitoring
and control.
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1. BACKGROUND.

As indicated in the Operational Data Management System (ODMS) Operational Requirements
Document (ORD) section 1, development of ODMS will make significant improvements in the
Traffic Flow Management and the Aeronautical Information functions of the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA). ODMS will provide a seamless automated system to manage the
collection, validation, maintenance, and dissemination of aeronautical data.

ODMS is composed of three subsystems ~ the Aeronautical Information Subsystem, the
National Operational Data Archive subsystem, and the Data Management Tools subsystem. The
human factors plan contained in this document covers the human factors effort associated with
the Aeronautical Information Subsystem. The Aeronautical Information Subsystem replaces and
extends the capability of two current systems - the Aeronautical Information System and the
U.S. Notice to Airmen System.

As indicated in ORD section 1.4.2, the Aeronautical Information Subsystem (AIS) must
overcome current system deficiencies. From the standpoint of user interface design, key current
system deficiencies to overcome are:

• Present methods and procedures for submitting, validating, and disseminating data are labor
intensive, time consuming, and prone to error.

• The automated tools currently used are difficult to use.

AIS subsystem objectives (ORD section 1.4.3.1) directly relevant to the human factors and user
interface design effort are:

• A standard user interface must be provided. The user interface must both support the
Operational and Supportability Implementation Systems (OASIS) platform and be
supportable using open system technology.

• The user interface must be easy-to-use and standard for all users.
• A reduction in data entry and coordination efforts must be achieved.
• The system must ensure consistency of data, in part, by aiding users and ensuring that
procedural checks are applied.

The ODMS AIS will support a broad range of users (ORD, section 2). Broadly, the system will:
support entry of data by the owners of the data, support a broad range of field users, and support
the needs of ODMS administrators. ODMS products are provided to a broad range of
recipients. Users affected by the introduction of the AIS (indicated in ORD section 2.2) includes:

National Flight Data Center personnel,
airport personnel,
Flight Service Station personnel,
FAA Technical Center users,
Airways Facilities users,
Flight Standards personnel,
Military personnel,
Air Route Traffic Control Center personnel,
Flight Inspection Area Office personnel,
Airport Traffic Control Tower personnel,
terminal control (including Radar Approach Controls and Metroplex Control Facilities)
personnel,
various international users,
system administrators, and
National Ocean Service personnel.



2. USER INTERFACE GOALS AND REQUIREMENTS.

An acceptable user interface must meet at least the following high level requirements and must
have at least the following characteristics:

1. Users must be provided with all the capability needed to completetasks supported bythe
automation system. The Aeronautical Information Subsystem (AIS) must provide all the
functionality of the current Aeronautical Information System (AIS) and the US Notice to
Airmen System (USNS). ODMS must provide this capabilitywith improved performance
(ORD), section 1.4.3.1 and section 6). Current practices and procedures that cannot be
changed must be supported by the system.

2. The design of the ODMS user interface must overcome the current system user interface
problem of havingspecializedsyntax that must be keyed and is very awkward to use (ORD,
section 1.4.1.1).

3. A common, easy-to-use human computer interface must be provided for interacting with all
ODMS subsystems (ORD, 1.1). End users will enter and update National AirspaceSystem
(NAS) Resources and Notice to Airmen (NOTAM) data through the human computer
interface. This interface will be intuitively easy-to-use and will be standard for all users
(ORD, 2.1, capability 1).

4. To meet ODMS objectives (ORD, section 1.4.3.1, item 1), user interface design must be
consistent with and based on open system standards.

5. Chances for negative transfer of training must be contained by providing consistent
conventions for presentation of information, meaning of display attributes (e.g., color),
presentation of feedback, command entry, meaning of labels, and use of parameters.
Conventions for consistency must be followed across applications and within classes of
users. Chances for negative transfer of training can also be reduced by understanding and
minimizing inconsistency with current system nomenclature, use, and display of information.
(See Characterization, section 4.4.)

6. Users must be able to complete tasks within time budgets. Cycle times for products must be
analyzed to develop ODMS product time lines and time budgets for user tasks.

7. Users must receive adequate feedback through positive indications for actions, and, clear
indications of states and modes affecting results. Guidelines and standards for feedback
must be developed during user interface design activities.

8. Chances for user error must be reduced by provisions for error checking and feedback. The
design of the ODMS user interface must overcomecurrentsystem problems with
procedures, methodsof data submission, validation and dissemination that lead to
unacceptable errorrates (ORD, section 1.4.2,Kern 5). Error feedback mustbe easily
understood bythe user, indicate the consequences of the error, and indicate actionsforerror
correction.

9. The system must ensure consistency of data, in part, by aiding users and ensuring that
procedural checks are applied (ORD, section 1.4.3.1, item 11).



10. The system will support users of differing expertise (ORD, section 2.2). Provisions for help
must span the range of user expertise and familiarity. The operational requirements for help
(ORD, section 3.4.2.6) are broad and need to be made explicit as concepts of operation and
user interface design.

11. Effects of changes in states and modes, including failures, of the system must be contained
and must not adversely affect the integrity of transactions that were successfully processed.
A user-centered examination of system modes and states must be performed as must a
user-centered examination of a failure modes and effects analysis.

12. Training time must be within training effort budgets for preparationand conduct of training,
and, within budgets for the participation of the trainees. Time budgets for training remain to
be determined.

13. Time and effort needed to transition from the current system to the new system is within
transition effort schedules and effort budgets for preparation,transition, and termination of
capability no longer needed.

To design a user interface that meets requirements, is acceptable to users, and achieves ODMS
program objectives, a series of human factors activities must be conducted. The results of the
activities are a set of products that can be reviewed, validated, and then used by successor
activities.



3. APPROACH.

Aset of mutually reinforcing human factors activities and products is planned. Key Test and
Evaluation Activities that provide vital input to humanfactors activities and products are the
Operational Requirements Walk Through (ODMS Testand Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP), Test
Activity 1),and. the Evaluation ofCurrent Systems' Documentation (TEMP, TestActivity 3). Key
review points for the userinterface design include the System Level Design Review (TEMP, Test
Activity 4) and Software Specification Inspections (TEMP, Test Activity 5). Joint Application
Development (JAD) sessions ofthe Software Specification Inspections will both be points where
human factors analysesand products can be usedandwhere modification of human factors
products or user interface design may be indicated. The Evaluation ofField Equipment
Availability (TEMP, Test Activity 7) will serve as a goodcheck of user interface functional
completenessand assumptions about allocation of function.

Many ofthe later human factors products cancontribute to the plans and procedures for Stage1
System Test(TEMP, TestActivity 10), Stage2 Alpha Test(TEMP, Test Activity 11), Stage2
Beta Test(TEMP, TestActivity 12). Stage1 NFDC Demonstration (TEMP, TestActivity 13). and
Stage2 Field Acceptance Test (TEMP, TestActivity 14). User interface design will be evaluated
during Test Activities 10 through 14.

Human factorsactivities and products can and must serve as a basis fortransition planning.
Transition planning is expected to include training plans. Human factors activities and products
must serve as an important basis for the development of training methods and materials.



4. HUMAN FACTORS ACTIVITIES AND PRODUCTS.

The human factors activities and products needed to support the design, implementation, and
testing of the Aeronautical Information Subsystem of the Operational Data Management System
consist of a broad range of work. The basis for the ODMS user's interface must be developed in
a manner that progressively provides a basis for user interface design, implementation, test, and
transition. Human factors activities must be structured to capture and document user interface
requirements in time for use during software design and implementation. The results of the
human factors activities must be rigorously documented to serve as a basis for software
requirements, test plans and procedures, and planning for transition from the current system to
ODMS.

Human factors activities that require customer participation or field observation should be
conducted in a manner that is efficient and effective for both the system developer's team and
the FAA. Generation of multiple products from single visits, as was obtained from observations
of Flight Service Station specialists at St. Petersburg is strongly encouraged (see sections 12
and 13).

4.1 Companion Human Factors Plan.

A detailed companion human factors plan must be provided by the system developer. The plan
must indicate the system developer's understanding of human factors activities, products,
schedules for product delivery, participation in other program activities (e.g., reviews,
demonstrations, and evaluations), resources needed and personnel assigned, dependencies, and
risks.

4.2 Analysis of Constraints.

Constraints on the design of the user interface for ODMS must be analyzed and documented.
The description of constraints must be sufficiently rigorous to serve as user interface evaluation
criteria that can be used during the analysis, design, demonstration, and evaluation phases of
the program. The analysis of constraints can be used for technology selection, design tradeoffs,
and formulation of test objectives and criteria.

The set of factors that constrain the design or operation of the user interface must be captured
and documented. Candidate factors will be drawn from organizational, procedural, and
technological considerations. For each factor, a constraint must be developed. Where possible,
constraints must be specified in quantitative terms. Some constraints may be expressed in
qualitative terms. Constraints must be expressed in a form that can subsequently serve as a
basis for system test evaluation criteria.

Organizational and procedural constraints must be validated. The results of the analysis of
constraints must be used to develop user interface requirements and evaluation criteria.

4.3 Determine Operations Concept.

An operations concept document will serve as: a source of issues, a guide to scenario
generation, a guide to user interface designers, and a first point of validation by users or their
representatives. The operations concept must be based on ORD section 2 and subordinate
sections, concepts gained from field observations, analysis of government documents,



completion of the Operational Requirements Walk Through (TEMP Test activity 1), and the high
level system design. The operations concept must be updated as needed to serve as a record of
the results of the Software Specification Inspection Joint Application Development sessions
(TEMP Test activity 5). The operations concept must include organizational factors that affect
which users perform which actions.

The operations concept must describe:

significant changes compared to current capability,
additional capability and intended use of capability,
additional information available for display or distribution,
unifying user interface design concepts that are applied throughout the system,
use of capability for the major activities of: changing data, coordination change approval,
verification and validation of change, and distribution of data,
provisions for error prevention and correction,
provisions for training and help,
capability provided during system maintenance,
operation of the system in failure modes,
capability provided for monitoring and controlling the system, and,
anticipated set of skills needed to operate, monitor and control, and maintain the system.

The operations concept must provide descriptions of the use of the system for each class of user
for frequent and critical activities. The descriptions need to be sufficiently detailed to allow initial
assessments of the completeness and the suitability of the emerging user interface design.
Review of the operations concept must identify unaccounted for capability and activities.

4.4 User Characterization.

The characterization of users must include: types of users, and characteristics of users that
affect their population stereotypes. A hierarchical catalog of user characteristics must include
type of user, title, role, and use of system elements, interfaces with other organizations, and
characteristics. A suggested hierarchy starts with the major distinction between system users -
sources of information and recipients of information. (See ORD section 1.4.1 for primary
sources and recipients of information and section 2.2 for user impacts.)

One purpose of the user characterization activity is to collect information needed to design an
intuitive and easy-to-use interface to the system. A user's judgment of ease of use will be made
from their frame of reference. A designer who is unaware of the frame of reference may design
an interface that is complete, consistent, compact and that will, nevertheless, be judged difficult
to use. If legacy or incumbent systems have conventions that the designer is unaware of the
designer may, inadvertently, give a function key a meaning that is the opposite of the user's
current convention. For example, if a key that currently effects an insert is redefined to effect a
delete, users who respond out of habit will inadvertently effect a deletion instead of an insertion
and will judge the system unacceptable. If rules of operation (current compared to new system)
are different, the user must maintain two sets of rules during the transition period. Ifthe rules
are easily confused or not easily learned, error rates can be higher, productivity can be lower,
and user resistance to change can be significantly higher. The resulting difficulty in training is
referred to as negative transfer of training. Generally, negative transfer of training is indicated
when the trainee's skills interfere with learning new skills. Consideration of negative transfer of
training leads to the guideline that it is often better to create a new convention rather than
change an existingconvention. The reasoning is that learninga new rule is easier than learning
when to ignore the old rule, learning the new rule, and then learning when the old rule applies
and when application of the old rules leads to unintended results.



Alternatively, if the user interface designer is aware of the rules and conventions of the users, a
much more effective user interface can be designed. An interface that maintains and extends
current conventions reduces training and transition effort by preserving the value of current skills
and extending them to new capability. The user, in this case, retains knowledge they have
gained and approaches the new capability from a known base. When rules and conventions are
already understood, training and transition efforts are reduced.

A challenge facing ODMSuser interface designers is that ODMSwill serve sets of users who
currently operate independently developed systems and who have different skills. To provide an
effective user interface, the characteristics of the users, including the systems they use, have to
be examined to establish the rules and conventions of different user groups. Rules and
conventions can come both from skills acquired in operating automation equipment and from
organizational factors. An important activity will be synthesizing a nomenclature that is
acceptable to different sets of users. A shared nomenclature becomes a basis for object names,
names for states, labels, command names, parameter names, and conventions for presentation
of messages, alerts, and alarms.

The user characterization must be used both to guide user interface design and to contribute to
the System Level Design Review (TEMP Test Activity 4, Method, item 14). User characteristics
must be recorded in sufficient detail to be useful when designing the user interface to minimize
opportunities for negative transfer, and, when designing help applications.

4.5 Information Flow and Process Analysis

The results of the Evaluation of Current System's Documentation (TEMP Test Activity3) must
provide the set of government documents and information needed to derive a user oriented
information flow and process analysis. ORD section 2 provides the high level functions that will
be performed by the AIS. These high level functions must be detailed to gain the information
needed to develop the: operations concept, catalog of objects and operations, scenarios, and
parts of the characterization of users. Process flows must identifycustomers, internal and
external products, customer product requirements, product schedules and time constraints,
quality checks, and monitoring and supervision mechanisms (provided by system administration
services).

Consideration of system utilization leads to consideration of number of users, input workload,
throughput workload, response times, and availability. The distribution of cycle times for
products obtained from the constraint analysis needs to be decomposed to steps within
processes supported by ODMS.

Current procedures and methods of data submission, validation and dissemination are prone to
error (ORD, section 1.4.2, item 5). The developer must analyze previous studies of the current
AIS and USNS (cited in ORD, section 1.4.2), and, the documentation for the ODMS program, to
uncover potential causes of error or factors leading to higher than acceptable error rates.
Barring formal study of errors, subject matter experts can be interviewed to determine which
errors could be avoided with a better user interface or with better error checking and feedback.
The analysis of errors must identify parts of processes that are prone to error. The results of this
analysis must be used to develop user interface requirements and design to reduce chances for
error.



4.6 User Interface Scenarios

Scenarios showing complete threads through the system from entry of new information, to
modification of information, to distribution of the information (includingon request) to various
internal and external consumers must be developed and documented. The scenarios must
include the data verification, validation, and certification activities. User interface scenarios can
be veryeffectively generated in a top-down and iterative fashion. The first level of scenario
development catalogs the activities performed bysystem users. Activity statements can be very
high levelstatements and must be consistentwith and drawn from the emerging operations
concept. Scenarios can be progressivelydetailed until they account for actions taken by users
(for example key presses and use of a cursor control device).

The scenarios must use the results of the information and process flow analysis and the
formation of operations concepts. The information and process flow analysis must indicatethe
structure and sequence of high level scenarios.

Scenarios have broad use throughout system design, implementation, and test.

4.7 Catalog of Objects and Operations

Acatalog of all displayed objects and operations must be developed. The catalog will serve as a
basis for designing the displays presented to users. The catalog of objects and operations must
be consistent with and may be part of the ODMS data base design. The catalog must include
object identity, source, units, representation (e.g., text or graphic), transformations, operations
applied to the object, object states or attributes, and destinationand class of distribution. The
catalog of objects and operations also needs to indicate access limitations. It is anticipatedthat
access, distribution, and use of data will vary as a function of the state of the data (e.g., data are
unvalidated or validated). Availability of operations will most likely vary by class of user (e.g.,
some commands associated withdata configurationcontrol may be privileged). Due to the
anticipated size of the catalog of objects and operations, the catalog must be organized
hierarchically. (See ORDsection 1.4.1 for high level object descriptions, and section 3.1.3 for
major data groups and object states.)

4.8 User Interface Design Review

The user interface design must, as with other aspects of the system design, be reviewed.
Evaluation of the user interface design must include considerations of completeness,
consistency, correctness, and suitability. Specific evaluation criteriacan be developed from the
required characteristics contained in the ORD and the analysis of constraints. User interface
design considerations must be part of the System Level Design Review(TEMP, Test Activity 4)
and Software Specification inspections (TEMP, Test Activity 5). Review of the user interface
design must include tradeoff analyses conducted for selection of commercial off-the-shelf
software and hardware. A review of user interface design guidelines and standards must be
conducted. Design documentation must be revised as modified by the results of Joint
Application Development sessions (TEMP, Test Activity 5).

The design of the interface for users must be consistent with operations concepts, the catalog of
objects and operations, and the emerging system data base design. The design of user
interfaces must reflect the needs of different classes of users identified in the user
characterization document. The emerging user interface design must be recorded in user
interface design documentation.



4.9 User Interface Design and Documentation

The user interface must be designed to be complete, consistent and correct. The user interface
design must be acceptable to each class of user. Evaluation criteria can be formed from
requirements contained inthe ORD and user interface characteristics indicated in section 3.0 of
this document. The user interface design must be based on the results of analysis of: functional
requirements, constraints, information flow and process, scenarios, user needs, and the needs of
internal and external product recipients. Completeness and consistencymust be checked against
the results of the characterization of users and the evaluation of current systems' documentation
(TEMP, Test Activity 3). The consistency of the user interfacedesign must be maintained by the
application of design guidelines and standards. The completeness, correctness, and consistency
of the user interface design will be reviewed (TEMP, Test Activities 4 and 5) and evaluated
(TEMP, Test Activities 10 through 14). The suitability of the user interface will be evaluated
(TEMP, Test Activities 10 through 14).

User interface design documentation must be detailed and rigorous to allow use forsystem
implementation and test. System implementers must be able to use the user interface design
documentation as a basis for software design. System testers must be able to use user interface
design documentation as a basis for test case construction. The documentation can also serve
as a basis for training materials and system documentation.

Documentation providedby vendors of software used in ODMS may be referenced or supplied to
meet display and command language documentation needs ifthe vendor supplied
documentation is complete and acceptable to system testers and users.

4.9.1 User Interface Design Guidelines

Guidelines for design of display content, format, and control of attributes must be provided.
Conventionsfor object (e.g., windows, window objects, menus) format and presentation must be
provided. Conventionsfor command language semantic, syntactic, and lexicaldesign must be
provided. Evaluation criteria based on the guidelines must be documented and provided to
system designers and implementers. Conventions for use of terminology must be documented
and validated by the customer. Guidelines and evaluation criteria may be based on existing
design guidelines (e.g., Human Factors in the Design and Evaluation ofATC Systems: A
handbook forFAA User Teams, Volpe National Transportation Systems Center, 1994). To meet
ODMS objectives (ORD, section 1.4.3.1, item 1), user interface guidelines and design must be
consistent with and based on open system standards.

4.9.2 User Interface Display Design

The content, layout, and attributes of every windowand object must be designed to meet the
goals for user interface design. The design must incorporate the results of other human factors
activities and the resolution of issues. The design must be documented. The display design
documentation must follow the organization of the catalog of objects and operations.

The display language can be developed in an iterative manner proceeding from the semantic
level, through the syntactic level, and to the lexical level of design. Completeness of the
command language and the availability of objects should be first be assessed at, but is not
restricted to, the semantic level of design. At the semantic design level, conventions for
formatting, use of display attributes, characteristics of application independent objects, and
provisions for messages must be established. Consideration of object state must be part of the
user interface display design. It is quite likely that attributes of displayed objects should be
related to object state. Conventions and rules for display content, layout, and use of attributes



are established at the syntactic level of design and carried through to the lexical level of design.
Consideration of consistency within applications, between applications, across classes of users,
and within displays design must be considered at all levels of display language design.

The design documentation must indicate:

• display language rules and conventions for format, layout, use of symbols, and use of
display attributes (e.g., color, brightness, texture),

• rules and conventions for use of audible alarms,
• the content and layout of every display,
• formatting characteristics (e.g., justification, positioning, treatment of numeric data,
treatment of graphic data),
• provisions for display customization,
• object identity, minimum and maximum size, units, representation (e.g., text or graphic),
object states or attributes, format exceptions, and destination and class of distribution must be
indicated.

The design documentation must also indicate:

• mapping of display objects to display attributes (e.g., color, brightness, texture),
• provisions for messages including error messages and status messages, messages
displayed which are asynchronous to user input, and
• provisions for intermittently displayed objects (e.g., menu items, intermediate feedback).

4.9.3 User Interface Command Language Design

The command language must be designed to meet the goals for user interface design. The
design must incorporate the results of other human factors activities and the resolution of issues.

The command language, like the display language, can be developed in an iterative manner
proceeding from the semantic level, through the syntactic level, and to the lexical level of
design. The semantic level of design establishes the set of commands and their meaning. The
syntactic level of design establishes command names and the structure of the command
language (e.g., command name and parameter order, conventions for defaults). The lexical
level of design details the actions a user takes to enter a command. Completeness of the
command language and the availability of commands should be first be assessed at, but is not
restricted to, the semantic level of design. Conventions and rules for the command language are
established at the syntactic level of design and carried through to the lexical level of design.
Consideration of consistency within applications, between applications, and across classes of
users, and within the command language design must be considered at all levels of command
language design.

The design documentation must indicate:

command language rules and conventions,
command availability(e.g., indication of privileged commands, indication of availabilityby

system mode and state),
provisions for error prevention and handling,
provisions for editing and data entry,
types of dialog and provisions for controlling dialog (e.g., query based dialog),
command names and aliases,
alternative methods of command invocation,
parameters, parameter defaults and alternative methods of supplying parameters,
provisions for intermediate feedback,
results, and indications provided by exception processing.
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4.9.4 Data Entry and Display Device Requirements

Documentation containing the data entry and display device requirements need to support the
user interface design (display resolution, display extent, color capability, support for audible
alarms, data entry device (mouse, keyboard, other data entry devices for entry of graphics))
needed by system users. The document must indicate differences in requirements by user
categories if such differences exist.

4.10 Failure Modes and Effects Analysis

ORD section 3.4.2.2, System Management, contains requirements for maintaining system
integrity after hardware or software failures. System monitoring, control, and operation in
various modes and states must be examined.

The need for integrated system monitoring and control should be considered. A system
monitoring and control capability is a key element in mitigating the effects of failures and in
restoring capability in an orderiy and predictable manner. Examination of the results of a system
failure modes and effects analysis should indicate the set of failures whose effects can be
mitigated or controlled through manual intervention. Capabilities must be provided to allow the
user to detect conditions requiring intervention, to recognize the condition, to decide which
corrective action must be taken, and to take corrective action. Capability must also be provided
to allow users to monitor the progress of corrective actions or transitions between system states
and system modes that affect capability provided to the user.

The set of failures should be examined to find those failures that change capability provided to
users. Given a failure, the set of surviving capability should be examined to determine if
adequate capability remains to continue operation at an acceptable level. It is quite possible that
new applications or changes to capability operating in reduced capability will be needed to
maintain productivity and responsiveness at an acceptable level. Provisions must be made for
indicators that alert users to changes in modes and states that affect the set of capability
available for use (see section 6.5). Provisions must also be made to alert users when
processing of transactions has been suspended or when scheduled processing cannot be
completed.

The effort must indicate the functions provided to users in different modes and states.
Indications of changed state or mode in each state and mode must be provided and must be
included in the user interface display design. The effort must indicate the user activities required
to achieve system synchronization and completion of transitions of states and modes. Added
capability must be included in the user interface command language design.

The results of the analysis must be used to design a user interface for users who monitor and
control the system. The results of the analysis must also be used to provide any additional
display objects and capability initiated by users through the command language.

4.11 Demonstration Plans, Procedures, and Reports

User interface and workstation mockups and prototypes should be integrated intoa program as
early as possible. Mockupsand prototypes of the functional aspects of the user interface can be
thought of as following the progression used for physicaldesign. Initially, large constraints are
taken intoaccount to form an envelope inwhich the system must fit. For system prototyping,
there are the dimensions of architecture, platform (hardware and SW), load, and dynamics.
Dynamics include user interaction during scenarios, mode and state changes, and transient
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events. The progression on all dimensions must be from low resolution, lowfidelity, and low
realism mockups to high resolution, high fidelity, and high realism mockups and prototypes.

If commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) software (SW) is used, demonstrations become the means
for assessing completeness, consistency, and operation within constraints.

Demonstration plans should indicate the objective of each demonstration. Demonstration
procedures should be reviewed to remove possible invalid display objects, commands, or results.
Reports written after each demonstration should summarize demonstration procedures, issues
resolved or identified, and plans for the next demonstration.

4.12 Training Plan

A training plan must be developed to meet the objective of having users (National Flight Data
Center (NFDC) personnel) become the "resident expert" trainers. The plan must include the
effort needed to train the trainers and the effort needed to provide supporting materials for the
trainers (ORD, section 2.2). The plan must include the tailoring of products from human factors
activities (such as developing an operations concept, providing user characterization, designing
the user interface, and developing scenarios) to support the training effort.

4.13 Transition Analysis

This analysis must include consideration of: parallel operation of the current system and the new
system (as indicated in ORD section 1.4.3.10), and, synchronization of the current system and
the new system as parallel operation is conducted. The basis for the transition analysis include
user interface design and system design documentation. The results of the analysis should
indicate capability that has to be provided to successfully complete transition from the current
system to ODMS.

4.14 Human Factors Action Item Report.

The report must contain but is not restricted to: action item identifier, action type, priority, date
identified, originating organization, description of action needed, consequences of failure to close
action Kern, activitythat closes the action, product description, dependencies, planned closure
date, item owner, status, and disposition. The action items report must be maintained for the
duration of the program. The issues report must be reviewed on a regular and continuing basis
by the Human Factors coordinator (or designee) and the system developer.

4.15 Human Factors Issues Report.

The report must contain but is not restrictedto: issue identifier, issue type, priority, date
identified, identifying organization, issue description, consequences of failure to resolve issue,
issue resolution activity, product describing resolution, resolution dependencies, planned
resolution date, resolution verification procedure, Issue owner, status and disposition. The issues
report must be maintained for the duration of the program. The issues report must be reviewed
on a regular and continuing basis by the Human Factors coordinator(ordesignee) and the
system developer.
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4.16 Human Factors Risk Report

The data base must contain but Is not restricted to: risk identifier, type, severity, date identified,
identifying organization, riskdescription, expected program impact if the risk is realized, risk
mitigation activity, productmitigating risk, planneddate of riskmitigation, dependencies for risk
mitigation, riskmonitoring procedure, riskmitigation owner,and status and disposition.
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5. SCHEDULE.

The resources required to support human factors activities will be based on the schedule
presented below. The activitiesare described in section 4.

ACTIVITY Q1 02 Q3 Q4 Q1 02

FY95 FY95 FY95 FY95 FY96 FY96

Detailed Human Factors Plan

Analysis of Constraints

Operations Concept

X X

X

X

X

X

User Characterization X X

Information Flow and Process Analysis X X

User Interface Scenarios X X X X

Catalog of Objects and Operations

User Interface Design Review

X X

X X

User Interface Design Documentation X X X X X X

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis X X X

Demonstration Plans

Training Plan

-

- • -

X X

X

X

Transition Analysis X X

HF Action Item Report X X X X X X

HF Issues Report X X X X X X

HF Risk Report X X X X X X
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6. CANDIDATE ISSUES

Five candidate issues have been identified and are described in separate sections. These issues
coven user interface completeness, user interface consistency, the presentation of alerts and
alarms, provisions for help, and, operation of the system after failures or planned outages.

Activities that can contribute to issue resolution are: evaluation of current system's
documentation (TEMP, Test Activity 3), development of operations concept, information and
process flowanalysis, development of the catalog of objects and operations, development of
scenarios, generation and review of the user interface design documentation, software
specification inspection (TEMP, Test Activity 5, particularly Joint Application Development
sessions). The adequacy of issue resolution will be evaluated during stage 1 system test (TEMP
Test Activity 10). stage 2 alpha test (TEMPTest Activity 11), stage 2 beta test (TEMPTest
Activity 12), stage 1 NFDCdemonstration (TEMPTest Activity 13), and state 2 field acceptance
test (TEMP Test Activity 14).

6.1 Completeness.

There are sources of user need that will be harder to discover, describe, and document. Some
system requirements are inherent in activitiesusers currentlyperformwithout using an
automation system. To reveal these requirements, user activities that will be supported using
ODMS unique capability must be analyzed.

The activities performed, the exceptions handled, and the resultsobtained are implicit in the way
tasks are completed rather than explicitly contained in current system documentation or
organizational operating procedures. For example, addition, modification, or deletion of NAS
resource data may require coordination with other users and classes of users. The manual
process of coordination is rich. For example, an initiatornotifies other parties, continues to
attempt to make contact if contact is not established, can tailor the presentation for information
to the recipient, conveys information that indicatesthe priority of the change, can respond
immediately with clarifications or corrections, and can relay the status of the change. An
examination of the flowof information during coordination must account for and allocate
functions to user or to system. The evaluation of current systems' documentation (TEMP, Test
Activity 3) may reveal many other activities (e.g., preparation and distribution of data using
electronic forms) that will need further analysis.

Some system user needs are inherent in capability that is currently not available or that will be
substantially enhanced. To reveal these requirements, analysis of scenariosor use of prototype
or initial capability is indicated. For example, use of graphical representations to present
changes to NAS resourcesmay, on examination, reveal requirements forcontrol ofobject states
and attributesto provide highlighting and reveal requirementsfor filtering to reduce clutterand
improve searchtimes. Theneedto discriminate between archived, current, and, pending
changedata maylead to requirements forcontrol of objectattributes based on object state.

Compromising completeness could leadto problems attaining some user interface objectives.
These objectives include:

• Auser must be provided with all the capability neededto complete taskssupported bythe
automation system.
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• The AIS must provide all the functionality of the current AIS and USNS with improved
performance (ORD, section 1.4.3.1 and section 6).

Inadequate examination of activities not supported by cunent system automation or not indicated
in current system procedures can lead to:

• incomplete requirements with the customer revealing new requirements to meet user needs
as the project proceeds,

• evaluations that reveal unanticipated serious operational suitability problems,
• difficulty training for use of the new system,
• continued reliance on current methods of operation and failure to fully achieve system

objectives and benefits,
• suitability problems encountered during transition to the new system.

Steps for problem resolution may include:

• field observation, interviews supported by subject matter experts, and interactionwith users
to explore, define, and document user needs,

• working with system developers to share and refine documented user needs,
• translating the expression of user needs into requirements,
• validating, with subject matter experts and user representatives, the understanding of user

requirements as part of a design review,
• working with the customer to document and validate a system concept of operation,
• developing user interface design concepts that are validated by the customer,
• and prototyping the user interface and conducting demonstrations for decision makers and

evaluations for representative users.

6.2 Consistency.

The design of the user's interface must be consistent. Lack of consistency in the user interface
can have many adverse affects. An inconsistent user interface can lead to:

• longer than anticipated or acceptable training time due to the need to train many different
rules of operation or different conventions,

• higher than anticipated or acceptable error rates due to errors of commission and
substitution, and,

• longer than anticipated task completion time due to users taking time to use help facilities,
reference material, or seeking help from support personnel,

• judgment by users that the interface is excessively complicated and not suitable which can
lead to the judgment that the system is not acceptable.

Compromising consistency could lead to problems attaining some user interface objectives.
These objectives include:

• The design of ODMS must overcome the current system user interface problem of having
specialized syntax that must be keyed and is very awkward to use (ORD, section 1.4.1.1).

• A common, easy-to-use human computer interfacewill be used for interacting with allODMS
subsystems (ORD, 1.1).

• End users will enter and update NAS Resource and NOTAM data through the human
computer interface. This interface will be intuitively easy-to-use and will be standard for all
users (ORD, 2.1, capability 1).

Several forms of consistency must be examined. Rules and conventions for operation must be
consistent across applications provided by the system. Previously independentsystems will be
integrated into a single system so there is a chance that current system rules and conventions
are not consistent. The rules and conventions foroperation of incumbent systems must be
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characterized. Special care must be taken to examine rules and conventions across the different
categories of users (as indicated in the ORD, for example, section 1.4.1). The conventions to be
examined include: object names, units of objects, object representation, format, object attributes
and states, command names, parameter names, command language syntax, and defaults for
command entry. Incumbent system rules and conventions must be examined in preparingthe
catalog of objects and operations.

The user interface design must be consistent with current system rules and conventions where
possible. If current system rules and conventions are not consistent, new and substantially
different rules and conventions must be developed. This approach must minimize the chances
for negative transfer of training associated with inconsistent rules and conventions in the current
systems.

The number of conventions and rules forobject names, units of objects, object representation for
format, object attributes and states, command names, parameter names, command language
syntax, and defaults for command entry must be held to a minimum. The compactness of user
interface conventions and rules, like other aspects of user interface consistency, must be
examined.

6.3 Presentation of Notification, Alerts, and Alarms.

ODMS must provide notification, alerts, and alarms to users. To provide an effective user
interface, the presentation and prioritization of notification, alerts, and alarms must be
considered in an integrated fashion. Examples of the diverse requirements are:

• ODMS will supportthe coordination and approval of changes, where appropriate, by alerting
other users of pending changes requiring their attention (ORD, section 2.1, capability 1).
The presentation of alerts must be carefully considered. The system response to lack of
acknowledgment of key alerts must be considered.

• New NOTAMs will be indicated to users as they sign onto the system or immediately if they
are already signed onto the system (ORD, section 2.1, capability 3).

• Users will be notified when NAS Resource Data Maintenance additions for modifications are
received, held, accepted/rejected, or approved (ORD, section 3.1.2.1)

• ODMS will initiate automated notification to appropriate users of specified rule making
actions (ORD, section 3.1.2.2, item 16).

• The system must alert users who are responsible for a piece of data that a change has been
initiated (ORD. section 3.1.2.2, item 25).

• The system will alert system administrators when repeated session activation with an
incorrect user identifier or password is attempted (ORD, section 3.4.2.2).

• The system will provide notification of failure, degradation, or loss of system function and will
provide alerts or alarms when workstations or critical functions become inoperable (ORD
section 3.4.2.2).

Failure to design an integrated approach to presentation of notification, alerts, and alarms could
lead to:

• missed notification leading to late or missing user actions which adversely affects
subsequent processing,

• user actions taken on a first noticed, first completed basis rather than on the basis of priority
or importance, and

• missed alarms or alerts leading to late or no corrective action.
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6.4 Provisions for Help.

The system will support users of differing expertise (ORD, section 2.2). The system will be used
by expert users (e.g., NFDC and site personnel) and by more occasional users (e.g., airport
personnel, military offices). Provisions for help must span the range of user expertise and
familiarity. Help provided for expert users is typically more condensed while help provided for
less expert users is typically more voluminous. Less expert users are also the most likely to be
remote from more expert users. The operational requirements for help (ORD, section 3.4.2.6)
are broad and need to be made explicit in the form of concepts of operation and user interface
design.

Inadequate provisions for help can lead to:

• longer than anticipated or acceptable training time,
• higher than anticipated or acceptable error rates due to errors of commission and

substitution, and,
• longer than anticipated task completion time due to users taking time to use help facilities,

reference material, or seeking help from support personnel,
• judgment by users that the interface is excessively complicated and not acceptable and the

judgment that the system is not acceptable.

Inadequate provisions for help could compromise the objective of providing an easy-to-use
human computer interface for interacting with all ODMS subsystems (ORD, 1.1).

6.5 Provisions for Operation After Failure or During Planned Outages.

ODMS will provide a seamless automated system to manage the collection, validation,
maintenance, and dissemination of aeronautical data. ODMS will manage numerous data sets
of the NASand will provide interfaces and services to users of these data (ORD,section 1.1).
To provide seamless operation, operation of the system must be understood for system states
and modes that affect services provided to users and services provided to collect, process, and
disseminate data. Transitions between states and modes may occur in response to failures or in
response to planned events (e.g., maintenance).

To operate the system in an orderiy manner, users must be provided with indications of states
and modes that limit or change their interaction with the system. Feedback must be provided for
all user initiated actions that cannot be completed due to a change in state or mode. Users must
be provided with an indication of any scheduled process that cannot be completed due to a
change in state or mode.

To providefor efficientsystem operation, certain transitions in state or mode may require special
processing to restore synchronization of data and resumption of suspended processing. Users
must be provided with an indication of state or mode transitions that change their interaction with
the system. Users must be provided with an indication of the set of data or transactions that is
subject to special processing to effect a successful state or mode transition. Users must be
prompted if user intervention is required to effect or complete a transition in state or mode.

To control the system, integrated monitoring and controlcapabilKy must be provided. Monitoring
generally requires access to state, mode, performance, and load information. Controlling
generally requires an abilityto change state, mode, load, and tasking.
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Failure to design a userinterface taking into account changes instatesand modescould lead to:

• excessive workload associated with state or mode transitions,
• excessive errorrates caused by errorsof omission,
• inability to provide for continued operation around detected faults (ORD. section 3.8),
• missed indications of state transition leading to delayed or omitted controlactions,
• inability to monitoror control the system in an integrated way, and
• loss of productivity due to avoidable loss of system capability.

The primary activity usedto resolve the issue of operation after state ormodetransition is a
user-centered failure modes and effects analysis. The results of the failure modes and effects
analysismay be broad and affect a wide range of human factors activities.
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7. ODMS PROGRAM OFFICE ACTIVITIES

A Human Factors Coordinatorshould be designated. The HumanFactors Coordinatorwill be
responsible for supervising the review andapproval ofthe results ofhuman factors activities and
coordinating participation inthe test and evaluation ofthe ODMS user interface. The Human
Factors Coordinatorwill serve as the focal pointfor human factors issue resolution.

The companion human factors plan (see section 4.1) Isthe product that indicates the system
developer's approach to integration ofhuman factors into the analysis, design, andevaluation
phases ofthe program. Thecompanion human factors plan servesas a key tool for monitoring
and controlling human factors activities. The plan should be reviewed by the Human Factors
Coordinator to assess the developer's understanding of the analysis and designwork, and, to
assess integration of human factors efforts into the implementation, test, andevaluation efforts.

The Human Factors Coordinatorshould be the system developer's initial interface for requests
for information, requests forissue resolution, or requestsfor sitevisits. TheHuman Factors
Coordinator should participate in planning fortraining and transition to both provide products to
support these efforts, and, to ensurethe products resulting from human factors activities are
useable for training and transition.

The product of human factors activities must be evaluated againstseveral criteria.

• The human factors analyses should be verified and validated bythe controlling agency.
Verification and validation priorto use of the analyses indesign effortswill reduce the riskof
errors being propagated throughout the user interface design.

• The human factors analysis and user interface design effortsshould be internally consistent,
consistent from analysis to design, and consistent with the emerging system design.

• The user interface design must be functionally complete and must be developed to a
sufficient level of detail to be used by system developer's and testers. The user interface
design must support user activitiesthat are both explicit and implicit in the conduct of their
work (see Completeness, section 7.1).

• The results of human factors analysis and user interface design must be available for review
prior to their use by system developers and testers.

The timely resolution of issues must be ensured. Ifan issue is valid it is likely that the resolution
of the issue is a dependency for another activity in the program. Iftimely resolution of issues is
not achieved, there is a risk that interim resolutions will be formed to maintain activity schedules
and that the interim issue resolutions will be in error. Propagation of inadequate issue
resolutions can lead to greater than acceptable corrective efforts.

There is a need for the anticipated benefits of system introduction to be stated in terms that
apply to and can be understood by system users. The anticipated benefits can be used to
formulate user interface evaluation criteria. While the criteria are likelyto be qualitative rather
than quantitative, agreement on criteria will contribute to more consistent and reliable evaluation
of human factors products and user interface design.

To effectively control and facilitate the design of ODMS user interfaces, the ODMS Program
Office should conduct reviews and evaluations of products resulting from human factors
activities.
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• The set of human factors activities and products contained in the human factors plan should
be examined. The ODMS Program Office should determine which activitiesare complete or
have been delivered and are acceptable.

• The system developer's user interface design evaluation criteria must be verified and
validated.

• Review and comment should be provided on all deliveries of user interface analysis and
design products. User interface design documentation should be evaluated against criteria
that take into account completeness, consistency, correctness, and suitability. User interface
design documentation must be evaluated to ensure it supportsthe development of plans for
training and transition. User interface design documentation must be suitable for
supporting user training.

• NFDC Subject matter experts should participate in the Operational Requirements Walk
Through (TEMP, Test Activity 1), Evaluation of CurrentSystems' Documentation (TEMP,
Test Activity 3), System Level Design Review (TEMP, Test Activity 4), Software
Specification Inspection (TEMP, Test Activity5), and system test and evaluation activities
(TEMP, Test Activities 10 through 14).

The effectiveness of human factors analyses can be facilitated through several eariy actions by
the ODMS Program Office.

• The set of government documents (e.g., relevant policies, procedures, standards, orders,
and performance criteria) needed for human factors analyses should be prepared for
distribution. Use of government documentation will facilitate preparation the operations
concept, user characterization, information flow and process characterization, and the object
and operations catalog. It is anticipated that many or all of the documents needed will be
used during the Evaluation of Current Systems' Documentation (TEMP, Test Activity 3).

• The set of government documents containing constraints affecting the design, operation, or
operation the user interface should be prepared for distribution. Constraints to be specified
include: staffing levels (how many system users by organization and site), current practices
and procedures which cannot be changed, retained hardware or software capabilities, floor
space and environmental factors, training time available (by type of user, organization, and
site), and product cycle times. The analysis of constraints can be used for technology
selection, design tradeoffs, and formulation of test objectives and criteria.

• Expected productivity rates for users need to be established. Productivity rates will be used
to determine expected user task completion times and serve both as design constraints and
evaluation criteria.

• A plan for providing NFDC subject matter experts is needed. The experts must be capable
of representing and interpreting user needs for the system developer. The subject matter
experts can be expected to answer system developer questions about mission and
operations concepts. Use of the subject matter experts in concept evaluation, requirements
validation, issue resolution, tradeoff analyses, evaluations of demonstrations, prototype
evaluations, and operational test and evaluation must be anticipated.

• A plan for developing scenarios for system developer use is needed. Scenarios will be
needed during the analysis, design, developmental test and evaluation, and operational test
and evaluation phases of the program.
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• A plan for developing a transition strategy is needed. The transition plan must serve as the
basis for determiningthe set of capability the system developer must provideto successfully
transition from current to system operation to full ODMS operation.
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8. RISKS

The main risk for the human factors portion of the program is schedule risk. The time required
for the large amount of human factors work to be performed appears to be greater than the time
available to meet development and test schedules. Addition of resources will not completely
mitigate the schedule risk since much of the work involves synthesis and design. Addition of
resources can, if not properlycoordinated, decrease the consistency and cohesiveness of the
resulting user interface design. If human factors analyses are not completed, issue resolution
will be adversely affected. The risks of incomplete issue resolution are discussed in Candidate
Issues (see section 7).

Program phasing to provide initial operating capability followed by a planned product
improvement will reduce the risk of fielding a system that is judged not suitable. Some analysis,
design, and implementation can be prudently deferred to the product improvement phase. A key
part of the risk mitigation strategy is providing an Initial operating capability, that while not final or
complete, is sufficiently acceptable to warrant further test and evaluation by field personnel. A
judgment that initial capabilities are not adequate can have adverse consequences for the further
conduct of the program. Human factors analyses, activities, and products contribute to providing
an initial operating capability that is sufficiently acceptable. Lack of adequate human factors
analyses, activities, and products contributes to the risk that initial operating capability is not
sufficiently acceptable to warrant furthertest and evaluation. Careful selection of the analysis
and design that can be deferred Is warranted.

A second major risk is the possible need to significantlychange or add user interface design to
account for operation after failures or during planned outages. The introduction of capability
providing forcontinued operation in the face of failures or planned outages is likelyto add to the
human factors effort. Consideration of user roles in synchronization and restoration of capability
appears to be at initial stages and is likely to add to the human factors effort. The requirement to
ensure the integrity of ODMS products makes consideration of roles in synchronization and
restoration critical. Similarly, consideration of capability for integrated system monitoring and
control appears to be less than well advanced. Capability for system monitoring and control is
needed to mitigate the risks of failures, to effect system synchronization and the restoration of
capability, and is needed to support system maintenance.
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9.PRELIMINARYODMSOPERATORTASKSANDHUMANFACTORSCONCERNS

Table1:ODMSfunctionslistedbyusergroup.

FunctionNo.UserGroupDescriptionHumanFactorsConcerns

1.0NationalFlight
DataCenter
(NFDC)Personnel

1.1NFDCValidatedataproductsProductsamplingmethods

1.2NFDCEnterdataDataentrymethods.Form
design

1.3NFDCPreparestandarddataproducts(58daycycle)Electroniccalendar.Automatic
reportcontrol

1.4NFDCTrainfieldusersinsourceentrytechniques

1.5NFDCManagecontractorsperformingsystemadministration,database
management,andODMSapplicationsmaintenanceandimprovements

2.0AirportPersonnel

2.1InspectorsPrepare,review,andenterairportinspectioninformationDataentrymethods.Form
design

2.2AirportPersonnelQueryAIStoobtaindataandreportsQuerydialog

Reportdefaults
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3.0FlightService
Station(FSS)
Personnel

3.1FSSEnterFSSandcommunicationsoutletinformationDataentrymethods.Form
design

3.2FSSQueryAIStoobtainautomaticNOTAMdistributionQuerydialog

3.3FSSEnterdataonbehalfofsmallairportsDataentrymethods.Form
design

3.4FSSObtainNOTAMsfromtheRightServiceAutomationSystem(FSAS)in
theFAAStandardformat

Querydialog

3.5FSSUseFSAStofilter,sort,andretrieveNOTAMsappropriatetoaspecific
preflightorinflightbriefing

Querydialog

Defaultqueries

3.6FSSQuery(interactively)thedatabaseinsupportofabriefingQuerydialog

4.0FAATechnical
Center(TechCtr)
Users

4.1TechCtrSupporttheFlightServiceAutomationSystem(FSAS)andother
applicationsusingautomatedAISdatainput

4.2TechCtrQuerytheAISdatabaseQuerydialog

4.3TechCtrReceivereportsReportformat/frequency

4.4TechCtrSupportAdvancedAutomationSystem(AAS)staticdataupdatesthrough
theSystemSupportComputerComplex(SSCC)forautomaticseeding
andupdatestotheHOSTenrouteandterminaladaptationdatabases

Automationmonitoring
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5.0AirwayFacilities
(AF)Users

5.1AFEnterNAVAID,InstrumentLandingSystem(ILS)Dataentrymethod.Form
design

5.2AFQuerythedatabaseQuerydialog

5.3AFReceiverequiredreportsautomaticallyDistributionlistmaintenance

6.0FlightStandards
(FitStds)
Personnel

6.1FitStdsEnterNASResourcedatawithinscopeofeffortDataentrymethod.Form
design

6.2FitStdsQuerythedatabaseQuerydialog

6.3FitStdsReceivereportsasauthorizedDistributionlistmaintenance

7.0MilitaryOffices

7.1MilitaryEntermilitaryandjointuseairportinformationDataentrymethod.Form
design

7.2MilitaryEnterNOTAMsDataentrymethod.Form
design

7.3MilitaryReceivecustomizedreportsReportspecificationand
requestmethods

7.4MilitaryEnterSpecialUseAirspaceactivityformilitarytrainingroutes,aerial
refuelingtracks,andmilitaryoperationsareas

Dataentrymethod.Form
design
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7.5MilitarySubmitSpecialUseAirspaceactivitytoRegionalOfficeviaautomated
approvalprocess

Dataentrymethod.Form
design.Electronic
coordination.Procedures

7.6MilitaryForwardNOTAMinformationonstatusoftheGlobalPositioningSystem
viaODMSforpropersystemwidedistribution

Dataentrymethod.Form
design

8.0AirRouteTraffic

ControlCenter

(ARTCC)
Personnel

8.1ARTCCEnterdataonARTCCboundariesDataentrymethod.Form
design

8.2ARTCCEnterARTCCsectorfrequenciesDataentrymethod.Form
design

8.3ARTCCEnterFixes,PreferredRoutes,SIDs,STARsandotherspecialdata
elements

Dataentrymethod.Form
design.Defaultdataentries

8.4ARTCCPerformcirclesearchesforfive-letternamesandotherpertinentdataQuerydialog.Searchresult
dialog

8.5ARTCCReceiveAISNOTAMsandreportsautomaticallyDistributionlistmaintenance

8.6ARTCCDistributeNOTAMsinFAAStandardformattoappropriatesectors
automatically

Distributionlistmaintenance

8.7ARTCCDeliverNOTAMinformationtopilotsinflightwhenrequiredQuerydialog.NewNOTAM
alerts

8.8ARTCCReviewLettersofAgreementandtrackchangesinboundariesorother
parameterscontainedintheseletters

Onlinedocumentreview

method.Electronictextfile

formats
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9.0FlightInspection
AreaOffice(FIAO)
Personnel

.

9.1FIAOEnterairwayflightcheckdataDataentrymethod.Form
design

9.2FIAOEnterinstrumentapproachchangesandotherrelatedinformationDataentrymethod.Form
design.Graphicannotation
method

9.3FIAOEnterdataneededtoproduceregulatoryNOTAMsDataentrymethod.Form
design

9.4FIAOEnterresourcedatawithinscopeofresponsibility(e.g.,Instrument
ApproachProcedures)

Dataentrymethod.Form
design

9.5FIAOEnterNOTAMsandinformationonNAVAIDs,ILS,etc.Dataentrymethod.Form
design

9.6FIAOEnterpermanentchangesinAISdatabaseasauthorizedDataentrymethod.Form
design.Securityaccess
procedure

9.7FIAOQuerydatabaseQuerydialog

9.8FIAOReceiveauthorizedreportsDistributionlistmaintenance

9.9FIAOInitiateautomaticprocessingtogenerateanddistributeanFlightData
Center(FDC)NOTAMifAISbusinessrulesdeterminethataregulatory
NOTAMisrequired{?}
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10.0AirportTraffic
ControlTower

(ATCT),Radar
ApproachControl
(RAPCON),and
MetroplexControl
Facilities(MCF)
personnel

10.1ATCT,RAPCON,
MCF

EnterinformationaboutserviceandfrequencieswithinfacilitycontrolDataentrymethod.Form
design.Defaultdataentries

10.2ATCT,RAPCON,
MCF

EnterNOTAMsifinformationregardingtheairspaceunderthefacility's
controlrequires

Dataentrymethod.Form
design

10.3ATCT.RAPCON.
MCF

ReceiveNOTAMselectronicallyNewNOTAMalerts.Message
queuemanagement

10.4ATCT,RAPCON,
MCF

ReviewincomingNOTAMsforapplicabilitytothefacilitysurrounding
airspace

NOTAMformat

10.5ATCT,RAPCON,
MCF

IncludeNOTAMinformationintheAutomaticTerminalInformation
Service(ATIS)broadcast

DigitalATISandNOTAM
systemworkstationintegration
andcompatibility

10.6ATCT,RAPCON,
MCF

DeliverNOTAMinformationdirectlytopilotsasrequiredNewNOTAMalerts

11.0InternationalUsers

11.1AISAutomationAutomaticallyreturnunreadableforeignNOTAMstotheiroriginators
(internationalagreementspermitting)

Auditingprocedures.Revision
toICAOproceduresand
internationalagreements

11.2AISAutomationAutomaticallyreviewU.S.NOTAMsforcriteriarequiringinternational
dissemination
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11.3AISAutomationAutomaticallydistributeinternationalclassNOTAMstoappropriate
Internationaluserswithouthumanintervention

12.0System
Administrators

12.1System
Administrators

EnsureintegrityoftheAeronauticalInformationSubsystemdatabaseAuditingprocedures.
Databasesamplingand
verificationmethods

12.1.1System
Administrators

ControlsystemsecurityanddataaccessSecurityandaccess
procedures

12.1.2Accessadministrativefunctionsformaintainingvariousprocesses,
databasefiles,andtables

Databasesecurityand
configurationmanagement
protocols

12.1.3ControlofbackupandrecoveryofthedatabaseSystemadministration
procedures

12.1.4Monitorperformancebydisplayingsystemstatistics(messagetrafficand
peakload)intabularandgraphicform

Systemadministration
procedures.Dataformats

12.1.5ControldatastructureanddatavalidationparametersSystemadministration
procedures

12.1.6MonitorAISautomatedvalidationandupdateprocessestoensurethatno
invalidorinconsistentdataareusedtoupdatethedatabase

Databasesamplingand
validationprotocols
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13.0DistributionPoints

13.1DistributorsDirectUserAccessTerminal(DUAT)vendors,theNationalOcean
Service,andotherorganizationsservingasapproveddistributionpoints
forAISdatawillbeabletoaccessthesystemandprepareinformationfor
otherend-userorganizations

Querydialog.Outputformats.
Useraccesscontrols

13.2NationalOcean
Service(NOS)

NOSwillhaveaccessandtheauthoritytoupdatecertaindatasuchas
NOSfieldsurveysandAirportDatumMonumentProgram(ADAM)survey
information

13.3NOSBroadcast(automatically)messageofproposed/pendingchangeto
subscribersdesignatedtoaccessandusetheparticulardataelement

Electroniccommunication

13.4Otherusers
(airlines,pilots,
othergovernment
agencies)

Accessthedatabaseandregularreportsandpublicationswhich
incorporatethisdatausingstandardcomputerandcommunications
interfaces

Modemaccessprocedures
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Table2.RepresentativeODMSCapabilitiesandInferredHumanOperatorTasks

NumberDescriptionofODMSCapabilityAffectedUser
Group(s)

DescriptionofInferredOperatorTaskHumanFactorsConcerns

1.0ManageLocationIdentifiersNFDC

1.1Maintainuniquethree,four,andfive
characteridentifiersforaeronautical
facilitiesandotherNASentitiesusing
assignmentrulesincorporatedintothe
system

Obtainlocationidentifierfromsystem
forassignmenttonewNASentity

Querydialog

1.2Trackstatusofeachidentifierusing
'active,''available,''reserved,'or
'inactive'toenableselectionofnew
identifiersbasedonnamingrules

Confirmthatintendedlocationidentifier

isavailableforassignment
Querydialog

1.3Codeadeletedidentifierforpotential
reuseandfuturedataavailableforuse

1.4Validateanidentifierwhenaddinganew
record,checkingthattheidentifierdoes
notalreadyexistandthatitconformsto
rulesforthatfacilitytype

1.5MaintainthesetofICAOfacility
indicatorswhicharealreadyinuse
internationally

2.0Assignuniquenumberedfixesfor
boundariesandturningpointson
airways

NFDCModifyairspaceboundaryorairway
definition

Dataentrymethod

Graphicannotationmethod
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3.0CalculatewhichFSSsareassociated
withaMilitaryTrainingRoute(MTR)
(within150NM)whenMTRcoordinates
change

NFDC

Military

ModifyaMilitaryTrainingRoute(MTR)
definition

Dataentrymethod

Graphicannotationmethod

4.0ReassigntoanAutomatedFSS(AFSS)
responsibilitiesforNASresourcesof
thoseFSSsthattheAFSSisreplacing

FSS

AF

Modifystatusreportingresponsibilityfor
aNASresource

Dataentrymethod

Useraccesscontrol

5.0AutomaticallycomputetheNAVAID
radialsanddistancesoffMTRpoints

NFDC

Military

Identifydegree/distancewaypointsfor
anMTRroute

Querydialog

6.0AskODMSuserifanenteredbearingis
indegreestrueormagnetic.Converta
user-enteredmagneticbearingtoatrue
bearingandstoretheresultasthe
bearing

NFDC

Military

FSS

Enteramagneticbearingaspartofa
newAISdatabaseentry

Dataentrymethod

Defaultdataformats

7.0IssueamessagethataParachute
JumpingArea(PJA)isacandidatefor
chartingbasedontimesince
commissioning,continuityofoperation,
andnumberofjumps

NFDCEnterinformationaboutanewly
commissionedparachutejumpingarea

Dataentrymethod

Defaultdataformats

8.0MaintainthelegaldescriptionofSpecial
UseAirspace(SUA)inthedatabase,
includingnaturalfeatureswhichdescribe
limitsoftheSUAthroughthe
GeographicalInformationSystem(GIS)

NFDC

Military

Enterthelegaldescriptionofanew
sectionofSpecialUseAirspace

Dataentrymethod

Graphicannotationmethod

9.0IncrementthesequenceportionofaSID
orSTARnamewhenthereisachange
indefinitionofthesegments

NFDCChangethedefinitionofaSIDorSTAR
segment

Dataentrymethod

Graphicannotationmethod
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10.0AcceptandstoretheInternationalAir
TransportAssociation(IATA)codesfor
airports

NFDCEntertheIATAcodeforanairportDataentrymethod

10.1SearchforselectedlocationidentifiersFindthelocationidentifierassociated
withaparticularNASresource

Querydialog

10.2Checkairportdataelements(e.g.,
runwaynumbers,lengths,airport
elevations)forvalidityusingavailable
dataandtheGeographicInformation
System

EnterairportdataDataentrymethod

Defaultdata

11.0Processchangestofacilityoperating
hoursandproducealistofaffected
facilities

Enterachangetofacilityoperating
hours

Dataentrymethod

12.0Translatevaluesforcoordinatesfrom
radianmeasuretodecimalmeasureand
viceversaupondemand

Requesttheradianmeasureequivalent
ofadecimalcoordinatemeasure

Querydialog

13.0Automaticallymaintainfacility
componentsintheircorrectorder(e.g.,
airways,preferredroutes,andboundary
points)

14.0Assignthetransmissionfrequencyofa
RemoteCommunicationsOutlet(RCO)
asthatoftheNAVAIDcollocatedwith
thatcommunicationsoutletwhenthe
RCOfrequencyisreceive-only

FSS

NFDC

Enterdataonanewreceive-onlyRCODataentrymethod

15.0Trackthepreviousname-codes
(identifiers)foreachfixwhosename-
codechanges

FSS

NFDC

Selectanewname-codeforafixQuerydialog
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16.0Initiateautomatednotificationto
appropriateusersregardingarule
makingactionifarelocationorname
changeoccurstoaNAVAIDonan
airwayinFARPart95.thelegal
descriptionofairways

NFDCEnteraproposedairwayrelocationor
namechange

Electroniccommunication

Electronictext/graphic

annotationmethod

16.1Acceptanewairwaynumberand
maintainitsstatusrelativetothereview
process

EnteranewairwaynumberDataentrymethod

16.2Maketheproposedairwayrecord
availabletoalleligibleusersinthe
systemforreviewandcomment

Reviewproposedairwayrecordand
entercommentsabouttheproposed
change

Electroniccommunication

Electronictext/graphic
annotationmethod

16.3Displaythenewairwaygraphicallyusing
aGIS

Requestagraphicdisplayofanew
airway

Querydialog

Graphicformat

16.4FacilitatecoordinationwiththeAir

TrafficProcedures(ATP)organization
onNPRMissues

EntercommentsonNPRMElectroniccommunication

Electronictext/graphic
annotationmethod

17.0Regardingdatathatareknowntotake
effectinthefuture

Enterdatawhichwilltakeeffectinthe
futureandthedate/timeitistotake

effect

Dataentrymethod

Defaultdata

17.1Storedatainthedatabase
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17.2Issueanoticethatanupdatetothat
particularrecordalreadyexistsand
displaydatatopreventduplicateentries
Ifausershouldattempttoenteror
modifyfuturedatathatarealready
storedinthesystem

Attempttoupdatearecordthatalready
existsorattempttoenterduplicate
updates

Redundancychecks

Errorchecking

Dataentrymethod

Querydialog

17.3Automaticallyprocessdataonthedate
thatfuturedataaretobecomeeffective
byupdatingthecurrentdatabase

Querythesystemtoverifythatentries
withfutureeffectivedatesbecome
updatedontheeffectivedate

Querydialog

Datasamplingmethod

Verificationprocedures

17.4Indicatewhichfacilitiesinthesystem
willbeaffectedbyfuturedata

18.0Maintainarecordof,andon-lineaccess
to,asetofallchangestothedatabase

NFDCQuerythesystemtoobtainalistof
changesaffectingagivenfacility

Querydialog

Defaultqueries

19.0Provideacapabilitytoviewthe
databaseasitexistedattheendofany
previoussystem-defineddate,using
COTS/GOTSmechanismslikethe
standardSQL

NFDCReviewdatabaserecordstodetermine
facilitystatusforagivendateinthe
past

Querydialog

Archivalreportformat

Reportcustomization
method

20.0Provideacapabilitytoviewthe
databaseasitwillexistatanysystem-
definedfuturedateusingdataabout
plannedchangestoNASresources,
usingCOTScapabilitieslikethe
standardSQL

NFDCReviewdatabaserecordstodetermine

projectedfacilitystatusforagivendate
inthefuture

Querydialog

Prospectivestatusreport
format

Reportcustomization
method
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21.0Maintainarecordoflettersof
agreement,memorandaofagreement,
andmemorandaofunderstanding
betweenairtrafficcontrolfacilities,and
whenappropriate,requiretheconcemed
ARTCCsto"signoff"onchangestodata
thatrequiretheirapproval

ARTCCs

ATCTs

FSSs

MCFs

RAPCONs

22.0HighlightNASResourceswhichhave
pendingoractiveNOTAMs

FSSs

NFDC

ReviewactiveorpendingNOTAMsfor
particularfacilities

Querydialog

23.0Provideacapabilitytostoregraphic
dataassociatedwithInstrument
ApproachProcedures(lAPs),Standard
InstrumentDepartures(SIDs),and
StandardTerminalArrivalRoutes
(STARs),andtodisplaythegraphicdata
onproperlyequippedworkstations

FSSs

ARTCCs

ATCTs

RAPCONs

ReviewthegraphicdataforanIAP,
SID.orSTAR

Querydialog

Graphicdisplayformats

24.0ProvideacapabilitytostoreGPS
informationbyspacevehiclenumber
and/orbypseudorandomnoisenumber

25.0Provideacapabilitytostoreproposed
changestoAISdataandelectronically
alertusersresponsibleforauthorizing
thechange.

ARTCCsChangeapreferredrouteInthesystem
databaseandforwardtoregionfor
approval.

Electroniccommunication

Graphicannotationmethod

25.1RegionalOfficeReceiveelectronicnotificationfrom
initiatingARTCCofproposedchangeto
apreferredroute

Electroniccommunication

Changerequestalerts

Messagequeue
management
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25.2RegionalOfficeCoordinatewithotherARTCCsElectroniccommunication

25.3RegionalOfficeSubmitapprovedchangetopreferred
routetoATCSCCforauthorization

Electroniccommunication

Electronicauthorization
method

25.4ATCSCCReceiveelectronicnotificationfrom

Regionofrequestforchangein
preferredroute

Electroniccommunication

Electronicauthorization
method

25.5ATCSCCAuthorizeordenychangeinpreferred
route

Electronicauthorization
method

25.6Provideacapabilitytostoreproposed
changestoAISdata,circulatechange
notices,andstorecommentsfrom
interestedparties.

NFDC

ARTCCs

FSSs

ATCTs

RAPCONs

EnterproposedchangestoAISdata,
commentsaboutproposedchanges,
andrepliestocomments

Electroniccommunication

Dataentrymethod

Electronictextfile
annotationmethod
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10. OBSERVATIONS CONCERNING CURRENT USNS AND AIS
OPERATIONS AT AN AUTOMATED FLIGHT SERVICE STATION

Flight service station (FSS) specialists were observed performing theirdutiesat the
NOTAM position during a briefsite visitat the St Petersburg automated FSS. Procedures
observedwere as specifiedin facility orderPIE AFSS 7220.6A(appended) and FAA Order
7930.2E Notices to Airmen. These procedures included:

• Creation of NOTAM D

• Cancellation of NOTAM D

• Creation of NOTAM L for lighting outage on a tower/obstruction

• Cancellation of NOTAM L for lighting outage

• Review of NOTAM entries for delinquent cancellations

• Call back verification of posted lighting outages.

Forms used to create and track NOTAMs which were reviewed included:

• PIE AFSS Form 7930-4A, NOTAM FORM

• FAA Form 7230-4. DAILY RECORD OF FACILITY OPERATION

• FAA Form 7930-1, STATION NOTAM ACCOUNTABILITY LOG

• Model 1 Full Capacity (M1FC) view Sequence (VS) 240-TWROTG, OBSTRUCTION
LIGHT OUTAGES
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Observations.

FSS personnel were extremely helpful. They explainedand demonstrated several
operationsthey routinely performto create, access, and delete NOTAM data.

FSS Specialist Currency on the NOTAM Position. Regulations require one hour per
month to maintain currencyon the NOTAM position. Current practice at this automated flight
service station provides each specialist between 3 to 4 hours per month on the position, with no
more than 1 hour at the position in a single day.

Equipment Interface. The Model 1 Full Capacity (M1FC) system that AFSS specialists
use provides a preformatted monochrome textual display. Data entries and queries can be
made using a standard (QWERTY) keyboard and labeled backlit function keys. The workstation
also includes peripheral systems which are used forcommunications (direct access and indirect
access communication lines). Specialists advised that all operator stations at the FSS are
configured alike, and all FSSs have much the same equipment and configuration. The software
interface uses an abbreviated command syntax and form-fill for data entries. All databases are
accessed from the common interface and command language.

Job Aids. The NOTAM position has separate notebooks fortracking D and L

NOTAMs, and obstruction lighting reports. There are several quick reference

cards posted around the position.

Data Processing Functions. In addition to accessing and entering weather, flight plan
information, and FDC NOTAMs, the specialists can submit D (distant dissemination) NOTAMs
and L (local dissemination NOTAMs). Ds are submitted to NFDC for a format check and
assignment of a NOTAM number. Observed NFDC response was about 5 minutes for a NOTAM
creation message on "Circuit B." L NOTAMs are controlled entirely at the FSS with locally
generated NOTAM numbers. The FSS also tracks lighting outages on obstructions. This
information is stored in paper and on-line files, but on-line entries can only be accessed by
visually scanning the entire list (no query is available). Determining which obstruction light
outages apply to a proposed flight is not possible because the system does not automatically
correlate these with NAS route structures or airports. Therefore, this information is not routinely
issued to pilots or used in preflight briefings. Apparently, the sole purpose of collecting this
information is to report outages to the enforcing agent, the Federal Communications
Commission, if the outage is not corrected within 15 days.

Workload. Work is not time critical, but incoming phone calls (landline traffic)
concerning reports of NAS Resource outages and obstruction lighting outages, as well as
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coordination callsto otherairtraffic facilities can keep the NOTAM operator busy. The practice
at this AFSS is to write notes on scratch paper, and copythe Information to the appropriate
NOTAM Forms later. Computer entries are madebasedonthe information written on NOTAM
forms. It appears thatthe speed of data entry is notat all critical, butthataccuracy isvery
important because of requirements to adhere to prescribed message (NOTAM) syntax ODMS
will probably not reduce the number of incoming outage reports, but the automation mayreduce
the amount of coordination traffic that must occur between facilities.

Operations Require Accuracy. Accuracy of data entries is especially critical for
Service B NOTAM deletion messages, because it is possible to accidentally delete the wrong
NOTAM by entering an incorrect NOTAM number. Since the current system does not prompt
the specialist or provide other forced confirmation for deletions, ft would be unlikely that the
specialist would detect the error until after the NOTAM was accidentally deleted.

Pending NOTAMs Cannot be Entered in Advance. The system cannot hold NOTAMs
for later posting, so procedures require that pending NOTAMs be enteredon the day they are to
become active. This could conceivably cause task overload if numerous NOTAMs were to be
entered on the same day. However, no one recalled any problem of that sort.

Maintenance Concept There are approximately10 excess workstations in the facility,
so when equipment fails, specialists simpiy move to another position and the position remains
unused until corrective maintenance is accomplished. AirwayFacilities personnel perform all
remove/repair/replace and preventive maintenance functions. Hardware failures ("gripes") are
reported on the daily operations log with an "E" notation. There is limited built-in-test and fault
reporting capability for such things as failed firmware (EPROMs), circuit cards, modem
connections, and disk drives. There are also weekly, quarterly, and annual preventive
maintenance actions. NAFEC occasionally installs new programs, but most upgrades are
handled by the AF personnel. Maintenance personnelcomplete a five week course on the M1FC
system equipment.

Human Factors Concerns

Problems with Duplicate Entries. Contrary to the report of widespread duplicate
NOTAMs in the System Safety and Efficiency Review, there was no apparent problem with
duplicate entries at the AFSS. However, the specialists are required to search for all locations
which might have issued a NOTAM for a common NAS Resource, such as a navigational aid
(NAVAID). The ODMS planned tie-in to the Aeronautical information Subsystem will enable
rapid identification of affected facilities (e.g., when an NDB (NAVAID) is used for approach
procedures at different airports). This will reduce specialists' requirements to memorize which
facilities may be affected by a common NAVAID, and to scan the active NOTAM file for other
possible deletion candidates when a NOTAM is to be canceled.
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Graphic Presentation of Instrument Approach Procedure Changes and Airspace
NOTAMs. Specialists will benefit from the capability to view graphicpresentationsof FDC
NOTAMs about airway, instrument approach procedure, and SID/STAR changes. This will
enable them to better visualize/ explain changes to pilots during briefings.

Electronic Coordination and Comment The existing system does not permit
electronic coordination. Thus, the planned ODMS capabilKy to electronically generate, route,
coordinate, and record comments on proposed changes to NAS Resources will be new to these
FSS users.

Adaptation to a Paperless Operation. FSS specialists rely heavily on a notebook
system fortracking NOTAMs and theirassociated facility accountability logs. The planned
implementation of ODMS automation may provide a conceptual and procedural challenge to
FSS specialistswho are not accustomed to a paperlessdata management environment. The
interfacedesign will have to accommodate specialists expectations concerning layout of data
and organization of NOTAM entries, perhaps in an "electronic notebook" fomiaL Their notebook
system of "accountability logs"seems to workwell forthem. Depending on the dialog design, it
may be necessary to continue in parallel with the paper system until specialists become
accustomed to the electronic replacement.

Intemational (ICAO Format) NOTAMs. These specialists were not observed to work
with intemational NOTAMs. It is possible that such NOTAMs are more of concern at other FSS
facilities, or perhaps where they are received (National Flight Data Center (NFDC)).
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11. ACRONYMS.

AIS: Aeronautical Information Subsystem

COTS: Commera'al-Off-The-Shelf

JAD: Joint Application Development session

NAS: National Airspace System

NFDC: National Flight Data Center

NOTAM: Notice To Airmen

ODMS: Operational Data Management System

ORD: Operational Data Management System - Operational Requirements Document

SW: Software

TEMP: Operational Data Management System - Test and Evaluation Master Plan

USNS: US Notice to Airmen System
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